A seamless experience from purchasing to learning.

Clever and TE21, Inc.
We partner together to...

1. **Streamline set-up and deployment**
   Through a direct integration with your SIS, Clever ensures application data is always current.

2. **Protect your student data**
   Clever safeguards data through every step of the process, from your SIS to our application.

3. **Return time to instruction**
   Students access all resources via the Clever Portal with a single username and password.

The right solution for districts—at no extra cost.
Clever’s technology solves everyday challenges for districts, teachers and students worldwide.

**Secure Sync**
By connecting with your SIS, Clever Secure Sync auto-rosters your software. Secure Sync also lets you add new applications while eliminating entry errors and increasing student data privacy.

**Instant Login**
With Clever Instant Login, teachers and students get a seamless single sign-on experience and all their other learning applications - letting them focus on learning, not logging in.

Contact info@TE21.com to learn more.